INDUSTRIAL UNION CALLS
CLOAK STRIKERS TO MEET
IN COOPER UNION, 1 P.M.
Conference with Tammany Governor Today
Part of Scheme to Deceive Clackmakers
Boston Merchants Told by Cloak Boss Not to
Worry, Say "Won't Last Long"
A mass meeting of cloak strikers will be held today at
1 p.m. at Cooper Union, Eighth St. and Astor Place. The
meeting, called by the Needle Trades Industrial Union, will
discuss the fact that a stoppage once started by the
workers for higher pay and shorter hours will be prolonged.

OWN FOLLOWERS
SEE MACDONALD
FLOUTS JOBLESS
Tories Promise Cabinet
Their Support
London
A Conservative party "ationale" said today, and four others to
the effect that "the Conservative party will stand ready to
work with the new government in the interests of
workmen's children and the unemployed men," the
Conservative party will stand ready to work with the
new government in the interests of

WAGE FIGHT ON
ANTI-PICKET LAW
IN CALIFORNIA
ILD Defends 29 Fisher
Body Strikers in Series of Trials
Big Defense Campaign
Gain Victory in Trial of First Group

THE DAILY WORKER FIGHTS
Worry, Say "Won't Last Long" Gain Victory in Trial

The Daily Worker is LYNCHED FOR RED ARMY
NEAR GASTONIA
Body Dying Lived in Woods Near
Charlotte
Was Brutally Mutelyed
White Laurel, N. C., July 3
Killed. His job was to
work on the picketing list in front of the mill. He was
killed by two shots in the back. The murder was
committed by the guards, who had shot into the body
of the body.

NEGRO WORKER IS
ILLEGALLY HELD
SHRIVER GIVEN
HEARING TODAY
Prosecution Shows No
Evidence Against

Mass Meetings for H.L.
Union Organization
are Actively

TURKEY RATIFIES
U.S.S.R. PROTOCOL
TO SECURE PEACE
Treaty Immediately in Effect by This Act

NEW YORK, July 4—Turkey
ratified the U.S.S.R. protocol

ORLEANS CAR CO
CALLS FOR SCABS
Building Slave Pits in
Barns; Police Guard

Textile Striker Fought for Red
Army in 1919

Manchester, July 3—The
Manchester strikers are

NEGRO Anti-Imperialist
Praises World Congress
All Exploited, Especially Negroes, Should Aid
Frankfurt Meeting, Says Rosemond

Charlotte Journal Refuses to Release Hampton
The Daily Worker

The Daily Worker is being

WASHINGTON, July 3
—The Daily Worker

"The Daily Worker Is
For Us—Save It," Says
Gaston Striker

It's thru the Daily Worker that we know that workers
are going to have a voice.

INDUSTRIAL UNION CALLS
CLOAK STRIKERS TO MEET
April 5, 1929

RALLY for the convention of the TRADE UNION
EDUCATIONAL LEAGUE is to be held in Cleveland, Ohio,
August 31 to September 2. Organize your forces and
send a delegation to the coming gathering! Lay the basis for

Trade Union Unity Call
Gives Organization Plan

TUED Statement Outlines Method of Building and
Financing Cleveland Convention, Aug. 31
The call for the Trade Union Unity Convention of
the Trades Union Educational League is to be held in Cleveland, Ohio,
August 31 to September 2. Organize your forces and
send a delegation to the coming gathering! Lay the basis for

LIBERALS' WIELD
JAPANESE KNOT
Sharpening Fight for
Nagasaki Control

Tokyo, July 3—Yagami Hanae,
president of the "Liberal
Progressive League," said today

ORLEANS CAR CO CALLS FOR SCABS
Building Slave Pits in
Barns; Police Guard

The two workers were arrested
in Orleans in the course of

August First

Pittsburgh Mobilizes Against War Danger
"Prevent war—build homes—" was the slogan of the
mobilization.

BLACK PANTHER PRAISES WORLD CONGRESS
All Exploited, Especially Negroes, Should Aid
Frankfurt Meeting, Says Rosemond

Negro Anti-Imperialist
Praises World Congress
All Exploited, Especially Negroes, Should Aid
Frankfurt Meeting, Says Rosemond
Great Congress to Develop Workers’ Rising Resistance Through New Labor Body

Trade Union Unity Call Gives Organization Plan

TUEL Statement Outlines Method of Building and Financing Cleveland Convention, Aug. 31

(Continued from Page One)

powerful movement to organize the millions of unorganized workers in American industry!

The pressure of capitalist exploitation upon the workers becomes more and more and more intense. Fewer and fewer workers can be found to work in the sweat shops and factories, where their lives are in constant danger. But great masses of workers, long unorganized under conditions of exploitation, are waiting to take up the struggle for the advancement of their own interests. The formation of the American Federation of Labor is the beginning of organized labor in America. It is a step forward in the development of the working class and a step forward in the development of the new organization now developing among the workers generally.

It is the great task of the T. U. U. L. to organize and lead these discontented workers. The A. F. L. leaders and members of the so-called Workers’ Unions are only taking the heart out of the resistance of the workers and, with their unsympathetic system of craft union trenchant policies of union management corporation, betray the workers into the hands of their class enemies, the employers. Only the Trade Union Educational League, with its policy of class struggle and industrial unionism is effectually organizing and leading these workers against the employers. The Trade Union Educational League is the basis of the present movement.

The Cleveland Convention, greeted with enthusiasm by the millions throughout the United States, will further the work of building in the United States among the workers a united front against the capitalist系統, of the old and new unions into one uniting body. The workers will be better able to understand their own interests and conditions, and to organize and fight for a better world. The gathering of the workers for the convention is the beginning of the new organization among the workers. It will be the beginning of the new labor movement of America.

The Trade Union Unity Call is the basis of the present movement. It will hold the convention in the germ of the new labor movement. It will help organize the workers for the convention and for the movement of the new labor organization. The Trade Union Unity Call is the beginning of the new organization among the workers.

The Cleveland Convention is the basis of the present movement. It will further the work of building in the United States among the workers a united front against the capitalist system, of the old and new unions into one uniting body. The workers will be better able to understand their own interests and conditions, and to organize and fight for a better world. The gathering of the workers for the convention is the beginning of the new organization among the workers. It will be the beginning of the new labor movement of America.

The Trade Union Unity Call is the basis of the present movement. It will hold the convention in the germ of the new labor movement. It will help organize the workers for the convention and for the movement of the new labor organization. The Trade Union Unity Call is the beginning of the new organization among the workers.